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Abstract
Combinatorial testing has been proved to be an efficient strategy in software testing.
The research on automatic test case generation for system level based on components
with constraints is a challenging but significant problem by using combinatorial
testing. This paper focuses on the test case generation for system level based on
components with sequential constraints. There are three main contributions: 1) the
new test case generation strategy for system level is proposed based on IPOG (InParameter-Order-General) algorithm; 2) a filling strategy for don’t care positions is
given to enhance the higher strength coverage for system level, which can improve the
quality of the generated test suite; 3) a randomized post-optimization algorithm is
applied to reduce the size of the test suite for system level. Experimental results show
that the proposed filling strategy can improve the quality of the covering array, the
post-optimization algorithm has a good optimization effect on reducing the size of the
array, and trades off better between the size of the covering array and computational
time than simulated annealing (SA).
Keywords: Combinatorial testing, Software testing, Automatic test case Generation,
IPOG, Randomized post-optimization

1. Introduction
Many complex systems today are built using highly integrated components, which
creates new challenge for integration testing. Take spacecraft automatic test system for
example, as typical safety-critical systems, their trustworthiness is very important.
Once the system does not work, it will cause property, life and other significant losses.
Generally speaking, spacecraft automatic test system is complex system, which is
composed of many kinds of functional units constructed by the high integration of
multiple components. And the reliability of system is supported by effective and
adequate component testing. Naturally, it is critical for obtaining accurate and full
testing results. Therefore, the research on component testing has very important
significance.

System faults are often caused by unexpected interactions among
components [1]. It is nearly always impossible to exhaustively test all of these
interactions among components because of resource constraints. Thus, we need
a strategy to construct a subset of these interactions. Combinatorial testing [2, 3,
4, 5], which has been widely studied and proved to be an effective test strategy,
can help to resolve the problem. The key problem for combinatorial testing is
the automatic test case generation by constructing covering arrays. Covering
arrays have been used for software interaction testing by D.Cohen et al. in the
Automatic Efficient Test Generator (AETG) [6], and the corresponding
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automatic test case generation tool has been developed. A covering array,
CA(n;t,k,v) is a Nk array such that every Nt sub-array contains all ordered
subsets from v symbols of size t at least once. The covering array number is the
minimum N required to satisfy the parameters t, k, v, and t is the strength [6].
Suppose we have a power switch control system with on-off switches, and there
are about 34 switches. If we want to test this system by exhaustive testing, there
are 234 = 1.7 x 1010 possible inputs = 1.7 x 1010 tests, while only 33 tests are needed if
we use 3-way combinatorial testing. Kuhn et al. [7] studied the faults in several

software projects, and found that all the known faults are caused by interactions
among 6 or fewer parameters, which can be seen easily from Figure 1, which
shows the cumulative percentage of faults at t = 1 to 6 for various applications.
Therefore, both of the strength for component and system level is t (2≤t≤6), and
the strength of system level is less than or equal to that of the component level.

Figure 1. Cumulative Fault Distribution
An automatic test case generation strategy, which could generate test cases for
system level among components by using the computational method of simulated
annealing algorithm, was proposed by Cohen et.al [6, 8]. This strategy would resolve
the automatic test case generation problem for component level with the same strength
and system level with different strength. However, the different strength for component
level and the sequential constraints among components are not considered, which
indeed exist in the real life systems. Therefore, existing methods are not enough for a
system level testing, especially for complex system. Firstly, some components are so
critical for a system that they should be tested with higher coverage strength. Secondly,
one or more sequential constraints among components are prevalent, system faults are
often caused by unexpected sequential constraints among components in the actual
testing, including serial, parallel and loop constraints.
To resolve these problems in the above, first of all, the sequential constraints among
components are represented by a directed graph, and a path on the directed graph
shows a sequential constraint. The VCAP is given to denote the covering array with
sequential constraints, which converts the problem of automatic test case generation
into constructing VCAP. Secondly, the strategy for constructing VCAP is given based
on IPOG [9] algorithm. The proposed strategy respectively satisfies t-way interactions
testing for both system and component levels. At last, randomized post-optimization
algorithm [10, 11] is used to reduce the size of the covering array for system level.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related work
briefly. Section3 gives the related definitions and problem analysis. Section 4 presents
the strategy for constructing test cases based on components with sequential
constraints. Section 5 applies the randomized post-optimization algorithm to reduce the
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size of the covering array for system level. Section 6 shows the experiments results of
the coverage rate and size of the covering array. Section 7 concludes the paper with a
summary and a description of future work.

2. Related Work
Combinatorial testing has been topics of research for many years, and many
important research results are gained.
Combinatorial testing can detect failures triggered by interactions of parameters
(components) in the system under test (SUT) with a covering array test suite generated
by some sampling mechanisms [12]. Test case generation is the most active area of
combinatorial testing research. There are many automatic test case generation
strategies. Up to now, there are four main groups of methods which have been put
forward: greedy algorithm, heuristic search algorithm, mathematic method and random
method. Greedy algorithms have been the most widely used method for test suite
generation. There are two classes of greedy algorithms. The first class is the one-testat-a-time based on the automatic test case generator AETG [13]. Bryce et al. gave the
density-based greedy algorithm for constructing a 2-way and higher strength covering
array in [14, 15]. The first class greedy algorithms can be combined with heuristic
search techniques to reduce the size of covering array at the cost of time. In [6, 8],
variable covering array (VCA) is constructed by using simulated annealing (SA)
algorithm. It is a pity that the sequential constraints are not considered. The second
class of greedy algorithm is the IPO algorithm, which begins with generation all t-sets
for the first t parameters and then incrementally expands the solution, both horizontally
and vertically using heuristics until the array is complete. The IPO algorithm is
proposed to generate 2-way covering array by Lei el al. in [16]. Then the IPOG
algorithm is given to generate t-way covering array in [9]. IPOG-D [17], IPOG-F and
IPOG-F2 algorithms [18, 19, 20], which are the variation of IPOG, are put forward.
Generally speaking, the first class greedy algorithm is able to construct a relatively
small size of covering arrays at the cost of time, while the second class greedy
algorithm is able to construct a test suite with trivial covering arrays but less time
overhead. In this paper, test case generation strategy is mainly based on the IPOG
algorithm and some adjustment is made to fit our needs.
Constraint handling problem are very important in combinatorial testing. For this
problem, the constraints usually are converted to logical expression and solved by
calling SAT solver. For example, zChaff is used to solve pairwise test case generation
in presence of constraints in [21], and Choco solver [22] is used to handle constraints
for higher strength test case generation. However, these strategies focus on constraints
among parameters. Therefore, these strategies could not be applied efficiently to solve
the constraints among components.
Combination coverage is an important metric to measure the quality of the covering
array, especially for higher strength coverage. A special metric for (t+1)-way coverage
is useful, which can help to design a covering array with high quality. A new metric for
combinatorial test suites is proposed in [23]. And some research about combinatorial
coverage is conducted in [24, 25, 26, 27]. Besides, the corresponding combinatorial
coverage measurement tool has been developed [28]. Therefore, it is necessary to
consider the strength coverage rate in designing the test case generation strategy. In
order to enhance the higher strength coverage, a filling strategy is introduced in this
paper.
The most ideal situation is that the optimal size of covering array is generated with
the smallest time overhead, which is difficult to achieve. The reason is that the test case
generation problem is NP-hard. Therefore, we hope that a relatively smaller size of
covering array can be constructed by using the proposed strategy in reasonable time.
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Randomized post-optimization algorithm, which has been proved to be an easy and
effective means to improve a wide variety of covering arrays, was proposed to reduce
the size of the generated covering array [10, 11]. Randomized post-optimization
algorithm does not depend on a particular construction technique and provides a
relatively fast method for detecting and exploiting duplication of coverage in order to
improve the arrays. Therefore, the randomized post-optimization algorithm is used to
reduce size of the generated covering array for system level in this paper.

3. Problem Definition and Analysis
3.1. Problem Definitions
Definition1 Component: Let Component=<ID, P>,P={p1, p2, …, pk}, pi=<name,
Vi>, Vi={v1,v2,…, vn}, where, ID refers to the component’s identifier, k is the number
of parameter for a component, name is the parameter name, V is the value set of a
parameter.
Definition2 Sequential Constraints (SC): Given two components of Component1
and Component2, let SC= Component1
Component2, where
denotes that
component2 has a higher priority compared to Component1.
Definition3 System Under Test (SUT): SUT= < {Component}, {SC}>.
Definition4 Path: Path={Component1 Component2 … Componentn }. A path
means that a kind of sequential constraint. Where, n is the number of components on a
path.
A variable strength covering array, denoted as a VCA( N ; t , (v1 , v2 , vk ), C ) , is an
N  k mixed level covering array, of strength t containing C, a multi-set of disjoint
mixed level covering arrays each of strength  t . This definition of VCA is limited to
describe a system consisting of multiple components. VCA is unable to describe the
sequential constraints among components. In order to make up the above shortcoming,
the definition of VCA is modified as follows.
Definition 5 A variable strength covering array with path (VCAP):
VCAP( N ; t , (v1 , v2 , vk ), path) is a N  k mixed level covering array (MCA), of strength
t containing path, which shows the sequential constraints among components. Where,
the strength may differ from each other for every component. Take
2 4
VCAP( N ; t , MCA(3, 3 2 )
MCA(3, 23 42 )) for example, the SUT
MCA(4, 423123 )
consists of three components, and the sequential constraint is described as
MCA(3,32 24 ) MCA(4, 423123 ) MCA(3, 23 42 )
A variable strength covering array with path VCAP means a test suite based on a
path for a SUT. Normally a directed graph has only several paths. But the paths
contained on the graph would be countless if there is a circle on the graph. A threshold
will be given to limit the number of paths according to the shortest path length of the
directed graph without repeated nodes. How to automatically generate the system level
test cases for all the paths on the graph is the problem to resolve in this paper.
3.2. Problem Analysis
A simple example will be given to elaborate the problem of system level test cases
generation based on components with sequential constraints using the related
definitions in the above.
Given a system under test, there are four function modules. Each module is made up
of one or two components, each module has five parameters, and each parameter has
three values. The sequential constrains among the four components are listed as
follows:
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(A1, {<p1,{v1}>, <p2,{v1,v2}>, <p3,V3>, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>}) (B, {<p1,{v1}>, <p2,
{v2, v3}>,<p3,V3>, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>})；
(B1, {<p1,{v1}>, <p2, {v2, v3}>,<p3,V3>, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>}) (D, {<p1,{v2}>, <p2,
{v2, v3}>, <p3, {v1, v3}>, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>})；
(A1, {<p1,{v1}>, <p2,{v1,v2}>, <p3,V3>, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>}) (C, {<p1, {v1, v3}>,
<p2, {v2,v3}>,<p3,V3>, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>})；
(C1, {<p1,{v1,v3}>, <p2,{v2,v3}>,<p3,V3>, <p4,V4>, <p5,V5>})
(C2,{<p1,{v1}>,
<p2,{v3}>, <p3,{v2}, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>})；
(C2, <p1,{v1}>, <p2,{v3}>, <p3,{v2}, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>}) (D1, {<p1,{v2}>, <p2,
{v2, v3}>, <p3, {v1, v3}>, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>});
(D1, {<p1,{v2}>, <p2, {v2, v3}>, <p3, {v1, v3}>, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>}) (D1,
{<p1,{v2}>, <p2, {v2, v3}>, <p3, {v1, v3}>, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>});
The sequential constraints is shown as Figure 2, where, a module is denoted as a
rectangle, a component is denoted as an oval, and the arrow is denoted as a sequential
constraint between adjacent components. It should be noted the fact that PA is a set of
parameters which belong to A.
A
<A1,PA>

C

B

<C1,PC>

<B1,PB>

<C2,PC>

D
<D1,PD>

Figure 2. Sequential Constraints
Then the sequential constraints among components can be converted into a directed
graph. As shown in Figure 2, the sequential constraints among components can be
described by the paths on the directed graph. There is a circle on the graph, which will
result in countless paths. According to the actual needs, it is possible to avoid the
situations of countless paths by setting the path length. We can refer it as threshold.
With different threshold, different set of paths will be obtained. But the threshold is no
less than the shortest path length on the graph without repeated nodes.
Two test paths can be obtained from Figure 2 if the threshold is set as 3, which are
listed as follows:
(A1, {<p1,{v1}>, <p2,{v1,v2}>, <p3,V3>, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>}) (B1, {<p1,{v1}>, <p2,
{v2, v3}>,<p3,V3>, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>}) (D1, {<p1,{v2}>, <p2, {v2, v3}>, <p3, {v1,
v3}>, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>}) ( D1, {<p1,{v2}>, <p2, {v2, v3}>, <p3, {v1, v3}>, <p4, V4>,
<p5, V5>})；
(A1, {<p1,{v1}>}, <p2,{v1,v2}>, <p3,V3>, <p4, V4>, <p5, V5>}) (C1, {<p1,{v1,v3}>,
<p2,{v2,v3}>,<p3,V3>, <p4,V4>, <p5,V5>})
(C2,{<p1,{v1}>, <p2,{v3}>, <p3,{v2},
<p4, V4>, <p5, V5>}) (D1, {<p1,{v2}>, <p2, {v2, v3}>, <p3, {v1, v3}>, <p4, V4>, <p5,
V5>})；
The two paths can be described by using the definition of
VCAP( N ; t , (v1 , v2 , vk ), path) :
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4

6 10

1 1 3

VCAP( N ; t , 1 2 3 , MCA(t1 ,1 2 3 )
1

1 1 3

1

MCA(t2 ,1 2 3 )

2 2

MCA(t3 ,1 2 3 )

2 2

MCA(t4 ,1 2 3 )) ;
5

5 10

1 1 3

VCAP( N ; t , 1 2 3 , MCA(t1 ,1 2 3 )

2 3

MCA(t3 , 2 3 )

3 2

MCA(t4 ,1 3 )

1 2 2

MCA(t4 ,1 2 3 )) ;

Therefore, the problem of test case generation based on components with sequential
constraints is converted into constructing a variable covering array with
path VCAP( N ; t , (v1 , v2 , vk ), Path) . A test suite, which satisfies the given constraints,
will be constructed for each path. As shown in Figure 2, it is not difficult to find that
there are serial, parallel and loop constraints among components, which will be able to
be processed by our given strategy. The three kinds of constraint can be seen as from
the following Figure 3:

Figure 3. Three Kinds of Constraint: Serial, Parallel and Loop Constraint

4. Our Method
For a given SUT, the sequential constraints among components will be firstly
obtained. Then a directed graph is able to be created according to the sequential
constraints among components. It is naturally to set the threshold in case of countless
paths if there is a circle on the graph. Now all of the paths on the graph will be
generated, which means all the sequential constraints among components for the
system are built. A kind of sequential constraint is denoted by a path on the graph. A
strategy for constructing variable strength covering array with path (VCAP) will be
given in details in the following discussion.
Variable strength covering array with path (VCAP) can be viewed as a collection of
mixed covering arrays inside of a larger covering array. In order to construct the
variable strength array with path (VCAP), we use IPOG algorithm to find a lower
strength mixed covering array for the whole system and alter it to obtain the higher
strength coverage required for the designated component subsets. First of all, we
briefly give the framework of IPOG algorithm.
For a system with n parameters, where
the IPOG algorithm first builds a
covering array for the first t parameters, and then extends the array for the rest
parameters, one parameter at a time, until the covering array is complete. The
extension for each of the
parameters is achieved by two steps: horizontal growth
and vertical growth. Horizontal growth adds a value of the new parameter to each
existing row so that this extended row covers the most value combinations of in .
represents the set of uncovered t-way combinations of values involving this new
parameter and
parameters among the already included parameters. Vertical
growth adds new rows, if necessary, to cover remained value combinations in which
have not been covered during horizontal growth.
The flow chart of IPOG algorithm is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Flow Chart of IPOG Algorithm
Based on the IPOG algorithm, the main steps of the test cases generation strategy
for system level with sequential constraints is given as follows:
Step1. In the initialization phase of our strategy, obtain the strength coverage of the
system level, the number of component, the parameters, the values for each parameter,
the higher strength coverage for each component and the sequential constraints among
components. Let the strength coverage of the system be t. And m is the number of
components and tk(1≤k≤m) is the higher strength coverage for the corresponding
component.
Step2. Convert the sequential constraints into a directed graph.
Step3. Set the threshold for the path length.
Step4. Get the set of paths by traversing the directed graph on the basis of the
threshold, and let n be the number of paths.
Step5. Select a path, set n=n-1, and calculate the number of components on the path.
Let p is the number of components, and i is the counter with initial value 1.
Step6. Construct a lower strength t covering array for the whole system by using
IPOG.
Step7. Construct a higher strength mixed covering array for the ith component with
its strength coverage and priority on the path by using IPOG algorithm.
Step8. Add the mixed covering array for the ith component to the covering array for
the whole system constructed in Step6, and set i=i+1.
Step9. If i>p, go to Step10; otherwise, go to Step7.
Step10. Fill the don’t care positions with values for the corresponding parameter in
the covering array for system level, and output the covering array for the selected path.
Step11. If n=0, stop the procedure; otherwise, go to Step5.
Where, don’t care positions are generally referred to the entries in test set matrix of
which values have not been determined, and they are usually temporarily noted as a
certain symbol like ’-’ to defer this determination until more information is available.
4.1. Constructing Covering Array for System Level
First of all, the lower strength covering array for the whole system with a sequential
constraint (path) would be constructed by using IPOG algorithm. The basic idea is that
the whole system could be considered as one component with strength t (the lower
strength for the whole system), and all the parameters of the whole system with
different level of values also could be regarded as in the component. Therefore, the
IPOG algorithm would be directly used to construct the mixed covering array for the
system level.
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4.2. Constructing Covering Array for Component Level
The higher strength mixed covering arrays for component level are built
successively according to the sequential constraint (path) by using IPOG algorithm
after generating the lower strength covering array for the system level. When a higher
strength mixed covering array for a component is constructed, it must be added to the
lower mixed covering array for the system level, which simultaneously satisfies both of
the strength for the system and component level. Repeat this operation until the mixed
covering arrays for all of the components on the basis of the priority on the path are
built.
It is apparent that part of the higher strength interactions for the component level has
been included in the lower strength mixed covering array for system level. Therefore,
the construction of mixed covering array for component level is an extension of the
covering array for the system level. It will guarantee that the uncovered interactions for
the strength of the component must be added to the mixed covering array for the
system level.
The pseudocode of constructing mixed covering arrays for component level is stated
as follows:
1. suppose that there are k components on a path, construct the mixed covering arrays according
componet’s order on the path, let ts be the mixed covering array for system level
2. for(int i=1;i≤k;i++)
3. {
//construct mixed covering array for the ith component on the path, ti is the strength of the ith
component, ni is the number of parameters for the ith component, tsi is mixed covering array of the ith
component
4. initialize tsi to be an empty set
5. sort the parameters of the ith component in an increasing order of their domain sizes
6. find all of the uncovered interactions of the first ti parameters in ts
7. vertical growth for the first ti parameter, and add the uncovered interactions to tsi
8. for(int j=ti+1;j≤ni;j++)
9. {
10.
horizontal growth for the jth parameter of the ith component
11.
vertical growth for the jth parameter of the ith component
12. }
13. recover the original order of the ith component
14. add tsi to ts
15. }
to the

4.3. Filling Strategy
Because the size of the mixed covering array may differ from each component, there
will be many don’t care positions after all of the components with sequential constraint
being added to the mixed array for the system level. Selecting the values of these don’t
care positions for the corresponding parameter will affect neither of the strength
coverage for system and components. However, that will have an effect on the higher
strength coverage for the system level. Therefore, it is better to raise the higher
strength coverage for the system level in a real test environment.
The traditional method is selecting the value with the least number of the values for
the corresponding parameter for filling don’t care positions. In this paper, an improved
filling strategy is given as follows:
If don’t care position is in the odd-numbered line, the corresponding parameter will
be assigned within domain of the parameter randomly. Otherwise, if don’t care
position is in the even number line, the corresponding parameter will be assigned with
the least number of the values for the parameter.
There are two advantages for our filling strategy. On the one hand, the number of
value combinations for the higher strength will be increased, which means the higher
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strength coverage for system level enhanced. On the other hand, it makes the
distribution of the value for all of the parameters more reasonable, which does benefit
for the sufficiency of testing. The proposed filling strategy improves the quality of the
test suite for the system level.
The pseudocode of our filling strategy is given as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

let ts be the mixed covering array for the system level
Calculate the line number of ts, and for the N
for(inti=1;i≤N;i++)
{
if(there exists don’t care positions in the ith line){
if(i is an odd number)
all of the don’t care positions are assigned with value of the corresponding parameter randomly
for the ith line
8.
else
9.
all of the don’t care positions in the ith line are assigned with the least number of the values for
the corresponding parameter
10. }
11. output ts

5. Optimization Strategy
A covering array for the system level based on the sequential constraints among
components is constructed in the above. Randomized post-optimization algorithm is
used to reduce the size of the mixed covering array for the system level.
5.1. Randomized Post-Optimization Algorithm
It is necessary to review several concepts in post-optimization proposed in [10, 11].
A position in an array A= (a ij) is a pair(r, c), in which r is a row index and c is a
column index. An entry in A is a triple(r, c, s) where (r, c) is a position, and a rc=s.
Every entry of a CA (N; t, k, v) participates in
t-way interactions. When all of the
t-way interactions involving a specific entry are covered more than once, the
entry can be changed arbitrarily, or indeed omitted in the determination of coverage,
and the array remains a covering array. Such a position is a flexible position or
possible don’t care position. Accordingly, a flexible set of positions is a set for which
all entries could be omitted in the determination of coverage, and the array remains a
covering array. A nominated row in an array is a row that has the most flexible
positions.
Post-optimization strategy is a heuristic method with randomness. The main idea of
post-optimization strategy is that repeatedly adjusts the array by eliminating some
duplication of coverage for t-way interactions in an attempt to reduce its number of
rows in a given time. The covering array retains full coverage during the adjusting
process. Each time for the adjusting process is seen as an iteration process. At each
iteration process, all rows in the array except the last are randomly reordered, and the
flexible set is found. At the same time, the nominated row is searched by traversing the
array. If all of elements in the nominated row are included in the flexible set, the
nominated row can be deleted. Repeat this iteration process until the number of
iterations permitted without improvement is reached in the given time. One iteration
process of post-optimization algorithm is stated as follows:
Step1: Find the flexible set F and mark the corresponding flexible position. Firstly,
all the positions in the array are marked as unnecessary. Secondly, each row in the
array is checked for every t-way combination. If a combination for the t-way
interaction is found for the first time, the t positions for this combination will be
modified as necessary. Repeat this process until all t-way combinations are marked.
Then the set of all the unnecessary is the flexible set.
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Step2: Find the nominated row. If all of elements in the nominated row are included
in the flexible set, the nominated row can be deleted. Otherwise, continue finding the
nominated row until one row cannot be deleted directly. Then put the nominated row at
the end of the array.
Step3: Create flexible positions in the nominated row. Let F be a flexible set; let
F '' be the positions of F in the nominated row, and let F '  F  F '' . For each entry
f= (r , c, s) in F ' , consider the column c in which it appears. If the nominated row has
entry s in column c, and this position is not in F '' , replace the entry f with symbol s. If
the position in column c of the nominated row is in F '' , choose an entry at random to
replace entry f.
Step4: Reorder except the last row in the array.
5.2. Refining the Mixed Covering Array for System Level
As mentioned in the above, the strength for system level is less than or equal to that of
the component level. At the same time, the strength of components may differ from
each other. Thus, post-optimization algorithm cannot be used to optimize the covering
array for system level directly. The strength for system and component level must be
considered together. A simple strategy is given as follows:
Step1: all the positions in the mixed array for system level are marked as unnecessary.
Step2: find all the combinations of strength t for system level and when a combination
is covered in the array for the first time we mark its t positions as necessary.
Step3: mark all positions of every component as unnecessary.
Step4: find all the combinations of strength t’ for every component and when a
combination is covered in the corresponding array for the first time we mark its t’
positions as necessary.
Step5: all of the positions marked as unnecessary belong to the flexible set. Then the
post-optimization algorithm can be used to reduce the size of array.
In a word, the mark of combinations for each component is increased when we use
post-optimization algorithm to optimize the array for system level.

6. Experiment Analysis
To evaluate the performance of the proposed strategies, the experiments are
conducted. Our experiments have three goals. Firstly, we want to study the coverage
rate change on the higher strength coverage for the system level by using our filling
strategy. Secondly, we want to compare the size of the array for system level before
and after using post-optimization algorithm. Thirdly, we give a comparison on the size
of constructing VCAP and the computational time between our strategy and SA. All of
the experimental results reported here are for a core(TM)2 Duo Intel(R) processor
clocked at 2.93GHz, and 2GB memory.
6.1. Coverage Rate
A covering array that provides 100% simple combinatorial coverage for t-way
combinations will also provide some degree of coverage for (t+1)-way combinations,
(t+2)-way combinations, etc. For some applications, it may be useful to enhance the
higher strength coverage. We use the method given in [28] to calculate the higher
strength coverage rate.
The proposed filling strategy will raise the higher strength coverage for the system
level. In order to prove this, given four simple systems with one sequential constraint,
the coverage rates for system level with strength from 2 to 6 by using the existing and
our proposed strategies are reported respectively. The four given systems are listed as
follows:
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VCAP1 ( N ; 2, 2103555 , MCA(3, 253151 )

MCA(5, 233353 )

MCA(3, 223151 )) ,

VCAP2 ( N ;3, 2103555 , MCA(4, 253151 )

MCA(5, 233353 )

MCA(3, 223151 )) ,

VCAP3 ( N ;3,310 4875 , MCA(4,34 44 71 )

MCA(5,33 4372 )

VCAP4 ( N ; 4, 48753457 , MCA(6, 43713252 )

MCA(4,33 4172 )) ,

MCA(5, 42 733153 )

MCA(4, 43713152 )) .

The first system VCAP1 has three components with given sequential constraint

MCA(3, 253151 )
MCA(3, 223151 )) and strength 2. The first
MCA(5, 233353 )
component with strength 3 has seven parameters: five parameters have two values, one
parameter has three values, and one parameter has five values. The second component
with strength 5 has nine parameters: three parameters have two values, three
parameters have three values, and three parameters have five values. The third
component with strength 3 has four parameters: two parameters have two values, one
parameter has three values, and one parameter has five values. The detailed
information for the other components is similar.
Table1 shows the sizes of the test suites generated by using the existing strategy and
our filling strategy respectively when filling don’t care positions, and the time taken to
generate these test suites. Table2 shows the changes of the coverage for the system
level with strength from 2 to 6 by using the existing and our filling strategies
respectively.
Table 1. Results of Four Systems under Test with Sequential Constraints
VCAP

Strategy

VCAP1

Existing strategy
Our Strategy
Existing strategy
Our Strategy
Existing strategy
Our Strategy
Existing strategy
Our Strategy

VCAP2
VCAP3
VCAP4

Size of test suite
1444
1444
1481
1481
4132
4132
14855
14855

Time
0.281s
0.281s
0.547s
0.547s
2.016s
2.016s
92.532s
92.984s

Table 2. Changes of the Higher Strength Coverage Rate for the System
Level with Strength from 2 To 6

VCAP1
Strength
2-way
3-way
4-way
5-way
6-way

Existing
strategy
100.00%
98.03%
89.17%
72.24%
48.44%

Our
Strategy
100.00%
100.00%
99.87%
95.76%
76.66%

VCAP2
Existing
strategy
100.00%
100.00%
96.00%
80.25%
53.30%

Our
Strategy
100.00%
100.00%
99.74%
95.09%
76.13%

VCAP3
Existing
strategy
100.00%
100.00%
93.55%
65.02%
29.12%

Our
Strategy
100.00%
100.00%
99.62%
87.38%
48.51%

VCAP4
Existing
strategy
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
95.72%
61.67%

Our
Strategy
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
97.31%
66.49%

It is apparently that the filling strategy will not affect the size of test suite. And the
effect on the time taken to generate the test suites is very weak, which can be seen
from Table1. Therefore, we can ignore the time influence of the two strategies. Seen
from Table2, for VCAP1 with strength 2, the coverage rates for higher strength from 3
to 6 are obviously improved by using our strategy. At the same time, the changes of
higher strength coverage rates for the other given systems are similar. We can say that
the proposed filling strategy is able to improve the higher strength coverage for the
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system level, which means the quality of the test suite for system level can be
improved without increasing time cost and size of test suite.
6.2. Size of Test Cases
The post-optimization algorithm will reduce the size of covering array for the
system level generated based on the components with sequential constraints in
reasonable time. In order to prove this, one simple system VCAP5 with one sequential
constraint is given. The system VCAP5 with sequential constraint is given as follows:
2 1
2 3 2 1
VCAP5 ( N ; 2,3457 7592 , MCA(3,32527291 ) MCA(4,3 5 7 9 ) MCA(2,5 7 )) .
The system has three components with one given sequential constraint
MCA(3,3252 7291 )
MCA(2,52 71 ) and strength 2. The first
MCA(4,32537291 )
component with strength 3 has seven parameters: two parameters have three values,
two parameters have five values, two parameters have seven values, and one parameter
has nine values. The second component with strength 4 has eight parameters: two
parameters have three values, three parameters have five values, two parameters have
seven values, and one parameter has nine values. The third component with strength 2
has three parameters: two parameters have five values, and one parameter has seven
values.
Firstly of all, the size of covering array for system level with strength 2 is 2777 and
time taken to generate is 0.422s by using the proposed strategy in this paper based on
IPOG algorithm. Then the post-optimization algorithm runs ten times to reduce the size
of the generated covering array for system level with the given time 10s, 20s, 30s, 40s,
50s, 60s respectively. Table3 gives the minimum, maximum and average sizes
obtained after 10 runs of post- optimization algorithm for the given system with the
given time 10s, 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s. Meanwhile, the corresponding number of
iterations is also shown with the minimum, maximum and average number of the
iterations. Finally, the reduction rate is calculated.
It can be seen from Table 3 that the size of covering array obviously decreases with
the growth of execution time of post-optimization algorithm and the increasing of
iteration times. The size of the array will be reduced in further if the given time is
increased according to the actual test requirement. The reduction rate has something
about the given system. If the size of the array has been close to optimal, the
optimization effect will not be obvious. However, post-optimization algorithm
provides a relatively fast method for detecting and exploiting duplication of coverage
in order to improve the size of the array. Therefore, we can say that the postoptimization algorithm is able to reduce the size of covering array for the system level
generated based on the components with sequential constraints in reasonable time, and
has a good optimization effect.

Table 3. Result of Size of Covering Array For System Level and the
Corresponding Numbers of Iteration After 10 Runs of Post-Optimization
With 10s, 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s and 60s Respectively
optimization
Time
10s
20s
30s
40s
50s
60s
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Size of covering array
Min
Max
Avg
2697
2703
2700.2
2640
2654
2645.1
2603
2615
2606.6
2565
2582
2578.5
2552
2569
2560.2
2528
2552
2540.5

Number of iteration
Min
Max
Avg
130
131
130.8
263
264
263.8
390
402
399
535
541
539.1
677
680
678.3
815
820
817.9

Reduction Rate
2.77%
4.75%
6.14%
7.15%
7.81%
8.52%
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6.3. Comparison with Simulated Annealing
Cohen [6] reported using simulated annealing (SA) to construct variable strength
array without considering the sequential constraints among components and different
strength for each component, While the proposed strategy based on IPOG algorithm is
able to generate variable strength array with path (VCAP) and satisfy t-way interactions
testing for both system and component levels. Obviously, our strategy can construct
variable strength array. A comparison between our strategy and simulated annealing on
the size of test cases for the given systems will be given in this section. According to
the definition of VCAP, the selected systems [6] can be described as follows:
VCAP6 ( N ; 2, 315 ,  ) ,
VCAP7 ( N ; 2,315 , CA(3,34 )

CA(3,35 )

VCAP8 ( N ; 2,315 , CA(3,36 )

CA(3, 39 )) ,

VCAP9 ( N ; 2,315 , CA(3,37 )

CA(3, 38 )) ,

VCAP10 ( N ; 2,315 , CA(3,39 )

CA(3, 36 )) ,

CA(3,36 )) ,

VCAP11 ( N ; 2, 435362 , CA(3, 43 )

MCA(3,56 62 )) ,

VCAP12 ( N ; 2, 435362 , CA(3,53 )

MCA(3, 4362 )) ,

VCAP13 ( N ; 2, 435362 , MCA(3,5162 )

MCA(3, 4352 )) ,

VCAP14 ( N ; 2, 435362 , MCA(3, 435362 )) ,
VCAP15 ( N ; 2,320102 , CA(3,320 )

CA(3,102 )) .

Table 4. Comparison between Proposed Strategy and SA on Size for
VCAP after 10 Runs

VCAP

Strategy

Min

Max

Avg.

VCAP6

Our strategy
SA[6]
Our strategy
SA[6]
Our strategy
SA[6]
Our strategy
SA[6]
Our strategy
SA[6]
Our strategy
SA[6]
Our strategy
SA[6]
Our strategy
SA[6]
Our strategy
SA[6]
Our strategy
SA[6]

16
16
35
33
33
33
44
41
51
50
64
64
125
125
180
180
214
214
100
100

17
17
37
35
38
35
48
42
53
51
64
64
125
125
180
180
216
216
100
100

16.2
16.1
35.8
34.8
36.4
34.9
45.8
41.4
52.5
50.8
64
64
125
125
180
180
215.4
215
100
100

VCAP7
VCAP8
VCAP9

VCAP10
VCAP11

VCAP12
VCAP13
VCAP14
VCAP15

Optimization
time
1s
NA
30s
NA
30s
NA
1s
NA
5s
NA
1s
NA
1s
NA
1s
NA
30s
NA
10s
NA

Table 4 presents the minimal (Min), the maximal (Max) and the average (Avg.) size
of VCAP generated by our strategy and simulated annealing [6] ,respectively, after ten
independent runs. Where, NA means that the specific time overhead is not given in [6].
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It seems like that there is no obvious advantage on size the VCAP constructed by our
strategy, especially for VCAP7 , VCAP8 , VCAP9 , VCAP10 , and VCAP14 ,while there are
almost the same size for VCAP6 , VCAP11 , VCAP12 , VCAP13 and VCAP15 . The gap is not
large between our strategy and simulated annealing, because the worst case is only
4.4(45.8-41.4=4.4) for VCAP9 . At the same time, the computational time also should be
considered. As described in [6], the first few VCAP’s in Table4 complete in seconds,
while the larger problems, such as the last VCAP in Table 4, complete within a few
hours. However, most of results reported by using our strategy are completed in
seconds. Therefore, we can say our strategy trades off better between the size and
computational time than SA.

7. Conclusion
A new combinatorial object, VCAP( N ; t , (v1 , v2 , vk ), Path) , which can be used to
define the test suite based on the components interaction with sequential constraint. A
feasible strategy is proposed to construct it. Therefore, the test suites for system level
based on the components with sequential constraints can be constructed. Then a filling
strategy is proposed to improve the higher strength coverage for system level, which
can obviously enhance the quality of the covering array without additional cost.
Finally, the post-optimization algorithm is used to reduce the size of the array for
system level. The experimental results show that the proposed strategy can generate
test cases based on components with sequential constraints efficiently in a reasonable
size and computational time.
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